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Areas of Focus
OCT 13
•Building Capacity for
Differentiation:
• Environment
• Interaction
• Formative
Assessment
•Low-Prep Strategies

DEC 8

FEB 9

•Formative
Assessment Cont’d

•Sharing and
Troubleshooting

•Readiness
Differentiation

•Flexible
Grouping

•Interest
Differentiation for
Motivation

•Management
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Today’s Agenda
•Getting on the Same Page:
What Differentiation Is and
Is Not
•Quick Get-to-Know-You
Strategies for the First few
Weeks of School
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Teachers can form groups according to student
Readiness
when
the goal
is

Academic Growth

Interest

Learning Profile

when
the goal
is

when
the goal
is

Motivation

Efficiency

Based on Tomlinson, 2014

Readiness vs. Ability
Readiness
!“Where” a student is in his
or her grasp of learning goals
at a certain point in time.
!Varies from lesson to lesson
and skill to skill
!Best gauged by recentlygathered evidence that is
relevant to the learning goals

Ability
!A proclamation about a
student’s overall capacity as a
learner or human being
!Often treated static or fixed
across subjects, skills, or time
!Usually inferred from
standardized test scores
!Involves or implies comparisons
to other students
6

Ability vs. Readiness
¡Teaching to “ability” is teaching
to the past
¡Teaching to “readiness” is
teaching to the future
Saudi Arabian teacher – personal
correspondence with Carol Tomlinson 12/11

Responding to Evidence from Assessment
Assessment: Students were given 3-word problems and asked to set up and
solve each.
Evidence from Results: Some students ”got it” by setting up and solving all 3
correctly. Some students made errors in either set-up or in solving. Some
students made many errors in set-up and solving.
Task for Pattern 1
You solved all of these
equations correctly.
Now make up 3 equations
for others to solve: 1 that
is harder than those you
just solved, 1 that is at
about the same level,
and 1 that is easier.

Task for Pattern 2

[This #] of the
equations that you
solved are incorrect.
Find the incorrect
solutions and fix
them

*Adapted from Wiliam (2011). Embedded Formative Assessment
DOUBET & HOCKETT © 2018
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Task for Pattern 3
The highlighted
portions of each
equation show where
you made errors.
Determine what those
errors were & fix
them.

Tiered
Tasks
A N A LY Z I N G A S S ES S M E N T
R ES U LTS A N D D ES I G N I N G
TA S KS T H AT ” F I T ” EA C H
PAT T E R N

Physical Education
" SKILL: Dribbling in Basketball
1

2

• Dribble from point A to point B in a

In and out of pylons as fast
as possible

straight line with one hand
• Switch to the other hand and repeat.
• Use either hand and develop a new floor

• Change hand

pattern from A to B (not a straight line)

• Increase speed
3

Dribble with one hand – and a partner playing defense.
• Increase speed and use other hand
• Trade roles and repeat
TOMLINSON - UVA - 2003

Symbiosis Formative Assessment
Mutualism

Commensalism

Parasitism

Who benefits?
(Both, One, or none)
Who is hurt?
(Both, One, or none)
Provide one example in
nature and explain why
it is an example

On the back, record another example of symbiosis (any of the 3 types) from
the world around you (economics, literature, entertainment, etc.)

Addressing Patterns
1. For those who grasped the content and could make connections to
areas outside science: Provide a link to a description of a new kind
of symbiosis recently discovered (“Bacteria eat Ammonia in Fish
Gills”) and ask them to analyze the new discovery for the kind of
symbiosis being demonstrated, complete with a discussion and
diagram of the interactions among all of the species affected.
2. For those who missed or could not transfer the content, present a
new but clearcut scenario of each symbiotic relationship (mutualism,
commensalism, and parasitism) and ask students analyze and
distinguish among the three types, labeling and justifying their
answers.

Classroom 1: My Favorite “No”
#What does this teacher do
to check for individual
understanding?
#Does her approach yield
usable results?
#What techniques will you
“borrow”? What techniques
do you question?

No
https://www.teachingchannel.org/v
ideos/class-warm-up-routine
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NO!

My Favorite “No!”

NO!

$ Teacher poses an opening question (OR an exit question from the
previous day OR student responses posted to a discussion board the
night before, etc. )
$ Teacher chooses a common and critical error in student work to highlight
$ Teacher rewrites the response/error (in her own handwriting) at the
beginning of class and explains to students that it’s her “Favorite No”
because 1) it highlights a key learning point that many students confuse,
and 2) it features some “good math” along with the mistake
$ The teacher leads the class in discussion of what’s been done correctly in
the problem, and then moves to an error analysis
$ All students complete a similar problem to show that they can avoid the
mistake, or “favorite no,” in their future work.
© 2016 DOUBET & HOCKETT

Tiered Tasks:
My Favorite “No-s”
!Form small groups according to the patterns of common
errors students are making
!Give them a sample of student work to examine,
evaluate, and correct
!Provide a way of each group checking their accuracy
(answer key, a recording – audio or visual)
!Ask each individual student to solve a new problem or
problems (to make sure they can correct their errors
independently)

https://www.teachingchannel.org/video/linear-equation-solving-issues-ccssmdc

Tiered
Error
Analysis
STUDENT REMEDY THEIR ERRORS
BY E X A M I N I N G S I M I L A R E R R O R S
I N OT H E R S T U D E N T S ’ W O R K ,
DISCUSSING IT WITH PEERS, AND
A P P LY I N G L E S S O N S L E A R N E D TO
THEIR OWN WORK.

ELA Like-Pattern Group 1
Pre-Assessment Prompt:
“Describe 5 ways that people use language to persuade others to believe their point of view.
Then, use, underline, and label at least 3 of these techniques in a short paragraph in which you argue that ________
(your favorite food) should be served in the cafeteria every day.”
Pattern 1:
Students describe and use at least 2 techniques accurately
and effectively.

Pattern 2:
Students struggle to describe and use techniques
effectively.

Task Introduction
Read: Mo Willems’s Don’t Let the Pigeon Stay Up Late
Discuss: The effectiveness of the pigeon’s arguments
Notes: Persuasive techniques and logical fallacies
Task for Pattern 1 (Quads)
Using a series of Calvin and Hobbes cartoons (those
featuring long, complex “rants”), determine the techniques
he uses, how effective they were and why, and what he
may have done differently.

Task for Pattern 2 (Quads)
Work with another Pigeon book – The Pigeon Wants a
Puppy – (isolated speech bubbles) to determine the
techniques he uses, how effective they were and why, and
the areas in which he’s declined/improved.

Closure
Mixed quads (representatives from Task 1 and and Task 2) compare notes and see what Calvin and Pigeon have in
common and what is distinct to each.

Doubet, K.J. (2022). The Flexibly Grouped Classroom: Organizing learning for equity and growth. ASCD.

ELA Like-Pattern Group 2
Midweek Formative Assessment:
Students receive their original pre-assessment (cafeteria paragraph) back and revise it to make their
argument stronger. They include an annotation of why they chose the new techniques and discuss
what would change if they were addressing the principal.
Pattern 1:
Revisions are sound and sophisticated.
Voice and language change to suit audience.

Pattern 2:
Revisions lack sophistication.
Voice and language remain the same.

Task for Pattern 1 (Pairs or Trios)
Create two speeches arguing for a shorter school
year: one for the school board and one for local
businesses. Explain what you change from audience
to audience.

Task for Pattern 2 (Pairs or Trios)
Watch a video to review persuasive techniques;
Create two speech outlines arguing for a shorter
school year: one for the principal and one for
parents. Explain the differences in your language.

Closure
A volunteer from Task 1 shares their local-business speech; a volunteer from Task 2 shares their parent
speech. The class discusses how the language and techniques compare/contrast and why.

Doubet, K.J. (2022). The Flexibly Grouped Classroom: Organizing learning for equity and growth. ASCD.

Foreign Language (Spanish) – Version 1
1. Graciela es una amiga______
(bonito (a)). ¿Por qué escogiste
bonito o bonita? Explique.

2. Escribe una oración con el
verbo “ser,” “gustar,” una
actividad, y un adjetivo.

Graciela is a _____girl (pretty). Why
did you choose the feminine or
masculine version of pretty?
Explain.

Write a sentence using the verb
“ser,” a leisure activity and an
adjective.

4. Mira a la gráfica. Describe el
estudiante usa “es.” Marta…
trabajador(a)? o aburrido(a)?
Look at the picture. Describe the
student using “is.” Marta…
hardworker or boring?

5. Dibuja una gráfica de una
familia y que ustedes les
gustan hacer.
Draw a picture of a family and
what they like to do.

3. Conjuga “ser” y “gustar” en el
presente.

Conjugate “ser” and “gustar” in
the present tense.
6. Crea una oración: Rosalinda y
Graciela: Moreno(a) y
divertido(a).
Create a sentence: Rosalinda and
Graciela: brunette and fun.

Vivian Yun – JMU - 2012

Foreign Language (Spanish) – Version 2
1. Graciela es una amiga______ (bonito 2. Escribe una oración con el verbo
(a)). ¿Por qué escogiste bonito o
“ser,” “gustar,” una actividad, y
bonita? Explique.
un adjetivo.
Graciela is a _____girl (pretty). Why did Write a sentence using the verb
you choose the feminine or masculine
“ser,” a leisure activity and an
version of pretty? Explain.
adjective.
4. Dibuja una gráfica de una
familia y que ustedes les
gustan hacer.
Draw a picture of a family and what
they like to do.

3. Mira a la gráfica. Describe el
estudiante usa “es.” Marta…
trabajador(a)? o aburrido(a)?
Look at the picture. Describe the
student using “is.” Marta…
hardworker or boring?

5. ¿De dónde son los miembros de tú 6. Crea una oración de Rosalinda y
grupo? ¿Qué les gustan hacer?
Graciela. Usa adjetivos.
Where are your group members
from? What do they like to do?

Vivian Yun – JMU - 2012

Create a sentence using Rosalinda
and Graciela. Use adjectives to
describe them.

Learning
Stations
StationD ELIVERIN G FEED BACK O R
IN STRUC TIO N IN THE M AN N ER
YO U ARE EXPERIEN CIN G RIGHT
N OW.

Station Rotations
!What are my options for
rotations?
!What are my options for
work at each station?
!How can I set up my
stations for success?
https://www.blendedlearning.org/models/

https://blog.kiddom.co/station-rotation-lab-rotation-blended-learning-models/

https://catlintucker.com/2015/07/creating-small-learning-communities-with-the-station-rotation-model/

https://catlintucker.com/2018/0
3/grouping-strategies/

https://catlintucker.com/2018/03/grouping-strategies/

Another Station Rotation Option
Trish
Dutchie

Jennifer
Finno
(SPED)

Desks are in home seating arrangement
at beginning. Students move them to
station formation.

Teacher
Led

Card
Sort

Card
Sort

Teacher
Led

Book
(Tech)

Book
(Tech)

Independent
work
(Technology)

Teacher-Led
Station 1

Partner or
Independent
Station 2

Partner or
Independent
Station 1

Partner Work
2

Teacher
Pulls
Team
Huddles

Partner Work
1

Teacher-Led
Station 2
Small Group
Work

Students Split Time Between Two Stations

Students Rotate Among Three or Four
Stations While Teacher Calls Team Huddles

Doubet, K.J. (In Press). The Flexibly Grouped Classroom: Organizing learning for equity and growth. ASCD.

Students Need Accountability in Stations!
#Exit Slips (see next 2 slides)
#Task completion (especially easy for online tasks)
#Group checks. See ”Check, Please!” Protocol (p. 278).
See also “Show me the Money” (p. 204).
#Movement to something when finished not just more
work – see challenge slide and strategies like Story
Starters (see slide after tiered graphic organizers).
#Consider saving student work that illustrates “classic
cases” of misconceptions/mistakes. Those work
samples can serve as fodder for error analysis to use
at any station or with any group of students.

Tiered
Graphic
Organizers
(Also posted in this
column)

I took a picture of their responses
with an iPad (you can use your
iPhone) then pulled the picture up on
the iPad. When you open it in edit
mode, you have the option to “mark
up” the photograph.
The one that has more of the red
stars was a check in that was given
after a quiz, focusing on a similar
problem that a lot of students
struggled with. I used the mark up
results to both reteach as a whole
class, and to individually work with
certain students.
Denika Gum – Sutherland Middle School

[This is] a check-in a day after
a new concept was
introduced. Again, I was able
to pull different groups of
students based on similar
errors.
I took a picture of their
responses with an iPad (you
can use your iPhone) then
pulled the picture up on the
iPad. When you open it in edit
mode, you have the option to
“mark up” the photograph.
Denika Gum – Sutherland Middle School

Story
Starters
(p.150 of
Elem.
Book)

Differentiation IS…
Finding tasks and experiences that are the best “fit”
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Differentiation IS…

…Using flexible
grouping
Interest Groups (like and mixed)
Learning Preference Groups
Random/Fun Groups (like and mixed)
Readiness Groups (like and mixed)
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